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Abstract. The cosmic-ray positron flux calculated using the cosmic-ray nuclei interactions in
our Galaxy cannot explain observed data above 10 GeV. An excess in the measured positron
flux is therefore open to interpretation. Nearby pulsars, located within sub-kiloparsec range
of the Solar system, are often invoked as plausible sources contributing to the excess. We show
that an additional, sub-dominant population of sources together with the contributions from
a few nearby pulsars can explain the latest positron excess data from the Alpha Magnetic
Spectrometer (AMS). We simultaneously model, using the DRAGON code, propagation of
cosmic-ray proton, Helium, electron and positron and fit their respective flux data. Our fit
to the Boron to Carbon ratio data gives a diffusion spectral index of 0.45, which is close to
the Kraichnan turbulent spectrum.
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1 Introduction
Our Galaxy is a continuous source of most of the cosmic-ray charged particles observed on
Earth. These cosmic rays, which can be classified into primary and secondary particles as well
as the matter particles (proton, Helium, electron, etc.) and antimatter particles (antipro-
ton, positron, etc.), convey a wealth of information about their sources in the Galaxy and
intervening medium. Recent data from the balloon-borne detector High Energy Antimatter
Telescope (HEAT) [1], satellite-borne detectors Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration
and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA) [2], Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) [3] as well
as the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) [4] onboard the International Space Station has
led to significant development in understanding the properties of the cosmic ray sources and
interstellar medium (ISM).
Observations of cosmic-ray positron flux by HEAT [5], PAMELA [6], AMS [4] and Fermi-
LAT [7] have shown an excess in the ≈ 10-500 GeV energy range, different than expected
from propagation and interactions of cosmic-ray protons in the ISM. This excess of positron
fraction in the data has been used to understand its origin via dark matter particles [8–
11] and via astrophysical sources [12–21]. An astrophysical interpretation is widely favored
over dark matter annihilation models at present, although it requires additional mechanisms
and/or sources of positrons. If positrons, which are produced inside the cosmic ray sources
due to hadronic interactions, undergo acceleration inside these sources, then this process can
explain the positron excess in the 10-100’s of GeV energy range [22]. In another shock wave
model of nearby SNRs, the acceleration of secondary particles in the vicinity of the sources
has been calculated for the explaination of AMS-02 results [23]. Nearby pulsars [12–16] and
supernova remnants (SNRs) [19, 20] are well-motivated sources of positron flux based on
gamma-ray observations. Most recently, very high-energy gamma-ray data from the High
Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) detector [24] have been used to associate positron excess
with nearby pulsars [21].
A self-consistent model of cosmic-ray sources and propagation, however, needs to fit
cosmic-ray nuclei and lepton, including positron excess, flux data simultaneously [25]. Such
self-consistent models also reduce degeneracy of sources and their properties (e.g., pulsar
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and/or SNR age, spectral properties of primary cosmic rays, etc.) as well as ISM properties
(e.g., magnetic field structure, diffusion coefficient and turbulence spectrum). Recent data
from the AMS-02 [4, 26] in the 10’s of MeV to & 1 TeV energy range poses new challenge
to this picture. Moreover, PAMELA data collected earlier in the same energy range [6, 27–
29], specially for cosmic-ray leptons, are not always in agreement. In this paper we model
cosmic-ray proton, Helium, Boron-to-Carbon ratio, electron, positron and positron excess
data self consistently using the publicly available DRAGON1 code [30] for propagation from
cosmic-ray sources as well as using the analytic diffusion-loss equation [31] for very nearby
pulsars. In addition to conventional cosmic-ray sources and nearby pulsars, we need a new
population of cosmic electron and positron sources, distributed as the conventional sources
but with much less power, for a successful interpretation of most fluxes observed on Earth.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We discuss the propagation of cosmic rays in
the energy range of 100’s of MeV to 10’s of TeV using the DRAGON code and resulting
proton and Helium fluxes as well as Boron to Carbon (B/C) ratio in Section 2. We calculate
the electron-positron contribution of nearby sources and overall fits to electron, positron and
positron excess data in Section 3. We summarize and discuss this work in Section 4.
2 Cosmic ray diffusion model and flux levels on Earth
Cosmic rays are injected into the interstellar medium (ISM) after diffusive acceleration at
the shock regions of astrophysical objects [32–34], for example in supernova remnants. Their
propagation in the ISM can be revealed using the observational features of the secondary
cosmic ray nuclei, gamma rays and radio emission from the Galaxy [35]. Given the source
distribution and injection spectrum of these particles, their propagation from the sources to
the observers on Earth can be modelled by solving the transport equation [25, 35]. Physical
processes such as cosmic ray interactions in the Galactic medium, scattering of cosmic rays
in the regular and turbulent Galactic magnetic fields, convection flow of cosmic rays in the
Galactic winds and radioactive decay of the nuclei have been considered in the numerical
solutions of transport equation. One such numerical code, called DRAGON [30], can solve
the transport equation for cosmic ray propagation in the Galaxy in two geometries, namely a
cylindrical geometry with azimuthal symmetry and a three-dimensional box. The cosmic-ray
nuclei interaction with the gas distribution in this work is based on the γ-ray observations
of our Galaxy [36].
2.1 Model setup
In our model we considered a diffusive reacceleration with no convection scenario for propa-
gation of cosmic rays using the three dimensional model in the DRAGON code. We did-not
consider convection process during the cosmic-ray transport in our Galaxy, as this process
lowers the B/C ratio in the 1-10 GeV energy range which needs to be recovered by using large
values of Alfven speed. The magnetic field structure has been selected in the DRAGON code
of type Pshirkov, in which the disk component has a value 2µG and the halo component
can be in a range 2-5 µG based on the radio synchrotron emission of the Galaxy [37]. We
have used the Galactic magnetic field disk component value as 2µG, halo component value
as 4µG and the turbulent component value as 10µG, respectively.
1We have used the 3D version of the DRAGON code available at http://www.dragonproject.org/
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The diffusion coefficient varies with particle rigidity ρ and the Galaxy vertical height z,
with a reference height zt, as
D(ρ, z) = βηD0
(
ρ
ρ0
)δ
exp
(
z
zt
)
, (2.1)
where the typical value of D0 is ∼ 10
28 cm2/s. The power η on the particle speed β accounts
for the low energy uncertainties due to the particle propagation in the ISM [38]. In this
propagation scenario we calculate the secondary nuclei, namely the Boron to Carbon ratio [26,
29] to fix the diffusion coefficient and the size of the Galactic halo [39]. To fit the B/C ratio
one can tune the index δ in Eq. (2.1) in a range 0.3-0.6 [40]. In a recent AMS result it has been
shown that above rigidity ρ = 65 GV, δ takes a value 0.333± 0.014 (stat)± 0.005 (syst) [26].
The rigidity break ρ0 for the diffusion coefficient in Eq. (2.1) is very useful to tune the B/C
ratio in the 100 MeV-10 GeV range [25]. Below 10 GeV, the effect of solar modulation on
the charged particles can be adopted to fit the observational data [41]. The solar modulation
can be modelled with a potential φ, which can modify the interstellar cosmic ray spectrum
by a factor
ǫ(Ek, Z,A,mZ ) =
(Ek +mZ)
2 −m2Z(
Ek +mZ +
Z|q|
A φ
)2
−m2Z
, (2.2)
where Ek is the particle kinetic energy, Z is the atomic number, A is the mass number and
mZ is the nuclear mass.
2.2 Primary cosmic-ray source populations
We assumed the cosmic-ray sources follow a Lorimer-type spatial distribution, which is based
on the pulsar distribution in our Galaxy [42]. This distribution with galactocentric radius r
and vertical height z follows as,
g(r, z) =
(
r
r⊙
)1.9
exp
(
5
r⊙ − r
r⊙
−
|z|
0.2
)
, (2.3)
where r⊙ = 8.3 kpc is the position of the solar system with respect to the Galactic center.
We have injected three primary particle populations, which follow the Lorimer distribution,
into the ISM and propagate those using the DRAGON code. The spectra of these particles
in units of GeV−1 m−2 s−1 sr−1 are listed below.
1. Cosmic-ray nuclei spectrum. We assumed that the injection spectra of heavy nuclei
and proton are the same. We model those in the 0.1 GeV-10 TeV range, with a single
break at 7 GV as,
n(ρA) = nA ×
{( ρA
7 GV
)−2
; ρA ≤ 7 GV( ρA
7 GV
)−2.32
; ρA > 7 GV .
(2.4)
2. Cosmic-ray electron spectrum. For electrons accelerated in the sources above 0.1 GeV
we have assumed two breaks, at 6.2 GV and 85 GV, in the spectrum as,
n(ρe−) = ne− ×


( ρ
e−
6.2 GV
)−1.91
; ρe− ≤ 6.2 GV( ρ
e−
6.2 GV
)−2.71
; 6.2 GV < ρe− < 85 GV(
85
6.2
)−2.71 ( ρ
e−
85 GV
)−2.36
; ρe− ≥ 85 GV ,
(2.5)
with an exponential folding energy of 10 TeV.
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3. Additional e± spectra. We have also injected two additional populations of e− and e+
from the sources, above 0.1 GeV, with the following spectrum,
n(ρe±) = ne± ×
{(ρ
e±
3.8
)−1.85
; ρe± ≤ 3.8 GV(ρ
e±
3.8
)−2.32
; ρe± > 3.8 GV ,
(2.6)
with an exponential folding energy of 10 TeV.
These particles are propagated in a Galactic halo of size (x, y, z) = (12 kpc, 12 kpc, 8 kpc).
We use the diffusion coefficient in Eq. (2.1) with values D0 = 2.8× 10
28 cm2/s, ρ0 = 4.5 GV
and δ = 0.45. We have also used Alfven speed vA = 19 km/s. The electron spectrum has two
breaks, which has been discussed in earlier works, for the interstellar cosmic-ray spectrum,
where the injected spectral index is harder after the second break [43].
2.3 Fluxes of nuclei and cosmic-ray powers
We have plotted the Boron to Carbon flux ratios in the left panel of Fig. 1, while in the right
panel we have plotted the proton and Helium fluxes along with observed data.2 The solid
(dotted) lines are fluxes after (before) taking into account solar modulation. Our choice of
model parameters fits the B/C ratio data from both the AMS-02 [26] and PAMELA [29] quite
well in the whole observed energy range. This requires the index of the diffusion coefficient
to be δ = 0.45, close to the Kraichnan turbulence spectrum rather than the Kolmogorov
turbulence spectrum of ≈ 0.33 above 65 GV, reported in [26].
The proton flux fits the AMS data very well but shows a departure from the PAMELA
data at low energies. We think this discrepancy comes due to a difference in the solar activity
in the epochs of these two observations. The Helium flux fits the AMS and PAMELA data
quite well at high energies but deviates from both, below ≈ 4 GeV. Again, solar modulation
effect is a plausible explanation for this.
We calculate the total powers in cosmic-ray components, using the spectra in Eqs. (2.4);
(2.5) and (2.6), by injecting and propagating these particles using the DRAGON code for
T = 64 Million years in a volume V = 1.15 × 103 kpc3 of the Galaxy, as
P =
V
T
4π
c
∫ E2
E1
n(E)EdE . (2.7)
Here E1 and E2 are the two limiting energies in the spectrum. In our calculations, the
approximate total power required in the protons is 1056 GeV/Myr, in primary electrons is
2.8× 1054 GeV/Myr and in the additional e± populations is 1.5 × 1053 GeV/Myr.
3 Contributions from nearby sub-kpc pulsars
Acceleration of charged particles in pulsars can be explained using the polar cap and outer
gap models [48, 49]. If the pulsar age is in the range of 40-50 kyr, then it remains with
the parent supernova remnant [50], which means in the younger pulsars (below ∼ 50 kyr)
we can see emission of electrons due to their SNRs, and above ∼ 50 kyr the emission of
electron-positron pairs would occur from its pulsar wind nebula (PWN). The time scale for
the e− − e+ pair escape from the PWN is approximately 105 years, when the ISM pressure
2All data are taken from the database [44] unless otherwise specified.
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Figure 1. Left panel: B/C ratio calculation using the DRAGON code and plotted against the
AMS [26] and PAMELA [29] data. Right panel: Proton and Helium fluxes plotted against the
PAMELA [45] and AMS data [46, 47]. The solid (dashed) lines are fluxes with (without) solar
modulation taken into account.
will disturb the PWN structure and an enhanced flux of accelerated particles will be injected
into the ISM [51]. We have selected nearby pulsars from the Australia Telescope National
Facility (ATNF) catalogue3 with parameters taken from there as well as from [52, 53] and
we have listed those in Table 1.
The distance to a pulsar can have model dependent outcomes, for example in case of
B1055-52, based on Galactic free electron density model the distance can be 1.53 kpc [54] or
0.73 ± 0.15 kpc as estimated in [55]. We have taken the distance to be 0.35 ± 0.15 kpc as
estimated in a recent work [53] using observational features in optical-UV and X-ray thermal
components of B1055-52 pulsar. The energy injected by a pulsar in time t, can be estimated
using the formalism provided in [12]. For a pulsar with initial period P0 (in seconds), radius
Rs (in km), and surface magnetic field Bs (in Gauss), age t (in years), the total rotational
energy Etot(t) in ergs is given by
Etot(t) = 6× 10
43ηe±P
−4
0
(
Rs
10
)6( Bs
1012
)2( t
105
)
1
(1 + tτ0 )
(3.1)
Here τ0 ∼ 10
4 is the luminosity decay time for mature pulsars. If ηe± is the fraction of the
total energy that goes into e−−e+ pair emissions then the contribution of nearby pulsars for
the pair emission can be estimated. We have taken ηe± = 1.0 in Table 1. In Equation 3.1,
the total energy is very sensitive parameter of the radius of the pulsar, and we take a value
of 10 km in the estimation for the rotational energy. The initial period P0, for these pulsars
has been estimated using P0 = P (τ0/t)
1/2, here P is the period of a pulsar at an age t [12].
3.1 Electron-positron fluxes from nearby sources
The nearby source contribution to the cosmic-ray nuclei fluxes is negligible compared to the
diffuse background from the Galaxy [56], but for electrons and positrons there can be sizeable
contributions to the observed fluxes from nearby sources.
In the energy range above ∼ 1 GeV, relativistic electrons (or positrons) loose their
energy mainly via synchrotron and inverse Compton interactions [57, 58]. If these charged
3http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/
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Name Dist (kpc) Age (yr) Mag-field (G) P (ms) Etot(t) (erg)
J0659+1414 (Monogem) 0.29+0.03−0.03 1.1 ×10
5 4.66 ×1012 384 6.6× 1047
J0633+1746 (Geminga) 0.25+0.23−0.08 3.42 ×10
5 1.63×1012 237 5.7× 1048
J1057-5226 (B1055-52) 0.35+0.15−0.15 5.35 ×10
5 1.09 ×1012 197 1.3× 1049
Table 1. Pulsar parameters based on the ATNF catalogue. The contribution of these pulsars to the
electron-positron fluxes in the 100 GeV-1 TeV has been calculated in this work.
particles are emitted from sub-kpc or nearby cosmic-ray sources, then they can propagate
through the interstellar radiation field (ISRF) and Galactic magnetic field, loose their energy
and still contribute significantly to the fluxes on Earth.
The energy losses in the ISRF, with energy density UISRF, and magnetic field, with
energy density UB , can be written as
−
dEe
dt
=
4
3
σT cγ
2
eUT = b0E
2
e , (3.2)
where b0 = 1.06 × 10
−16UT/(1 eV/cm
3) GeV−1 s−1 and UT = UISRF + UB. We have taken
UT = 1.32 eV/cm
3 to match with the energy loss rate coefficient b0 = 1.4× 10
−16 GeV−1s−1
used in the DRAGON code [30]. If an electron with initial energy E0 travels through these
radiation and magnetic fields then its energy at any time t is given by
Ee(t) =
E0
1 + b0E0t
. (3.3)
An electron with observed energy Ee on Earth must be emitted from its source at a time
t ∼ 1/b0Ee = 2.0 × 10
5(Ee/TeV)
−1 years, from Eq. (3.3) with E0 ≫ Ee. Within this time
scale the distance travelled by an electron of energy in the 100’s of GeV to TeV range is
approximately
√
2D(E)t, which is in the range of sub-kpc [59]. Here D(E) is a diffusion
coefficient that depends on energy only as we will discuss shortly. As a result, the study of
nearby cosmic-ray electron-positron sources has always been considered for the estimation of
GeV-TeV electron-positron fluxes on Earth [13, 21, 31, 51, 60, 61].
Particle injection in the form of a burst into the ISM from an individual source located
at a distance r with age t can be described as,
Q(E, t, r) = Q0
(
E
GeV
)−Γ
exp
(
−
E
Ec
)
δ(t− t0)δ(r) , (3.4)
where Q(E, t, r) is the cosmic-ray electron (or positron) emissivity, i.e., density per unit
energy [31]. Also, Q0 and Γ are normalization and index for the power-law part of the
spectrum and Ec is an exponential folding energy. A comparison of the amount of spin-
down energy, in Eq. (3.1), going into e± pair emissions with the integrated particle injection
spectrum, in Eq. (3.4), provides the numerical estimation of Q0. In Eq. (3.4) t0 is a time delay
for emission and we have considered it 85 kyr for the optimized electron-positron emission
from the pulsar-wind nebula (PWN) of a pulsar. The choice of the injection time is based
on the fact that PWN emission starts dominating within 100 kyr of the pulsar age [51].
With the above source spectrum and considering only energy-dependent diffusion in the
ISM and energy losses due to the ISRF and magnetic field one can solve the diffusion-loss
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equation to calculate the particle density per unit energy on Earth as [31, 62],
Ne(E, t, r) =
Q0
π3/2r3diff
[
1−
E
Emax(t)
]Γ−2
exp
[
−
(
r
rdiff
)2]
exp
[
−
E/Ec
1− E/Emax(t)
]
. (3.5)
The function Ne is equal to zero above a value Emax = 1/b0(t − t0) and can be used to
calculate the differential flux J = cNe/4π from the nearby sources. The diffusion length
scale in Eq. (3.5) is defined as,
rdiff(E, t) = 2
√
D(E)t
1− [1− E/Emax(t)]1−δ
(1− δ)E/Emax(t)
, (3.6)
where the diffusion coefficient D(E) depends only on the particle energy.
For pulsars, the flux on Earth in the energy above 100 GeV depends on the age and
distance to these sources [61]. Using Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) one can show that the observed flux
on Earth depends on the pulsar age t and its distance r as Ne(E, t, r) ∝ t
−3/2 exp(−r2/t2).
Next we discuss the individual pulsars we have considered for electron-positron fluxes.
3.2 Electron-positron flux levels and positron excess
We have plotted in Fig. 2 our model fit to the cosmic-ray electron (left panel) and positron
(right panel) flux data. The contribution from conventional primary electron sources, follow-
ing Lorimer distribution, in the Galaxy is shown as green solid (dashed) line after (before)
taking into account solar modulation. For positrons, the solid (dashed) green line corresponds
to the contribution from primary cosmic-ray nuclei interactions in the Galaxy. Note that this
component is significant only at very low energies. The contributions from an additional pri-
mary e± sources, which follow a Lorimer-type distribution, are shown in both panels with
green dot-dashed lines, after taking into account solar modulation. While for electrons this
component is negligible, for positrons this is crucial to fit data. We have shown contributions
from the nearby pulsars, in both panels, whose contributions are crucial to fit high energy,
& 100 GeV, data. The black solid lines in both panels correspond to the total model flux.
Note that we fit the AMS-02 data [63] with our model very well over the whole energy range.
Pulsar name (Γ,η±e , Ec(GeV)) (Γ,η
±
e ,Ec(GeV)) (Γ,η
±
e ,Ec(GeV))
t0=50 kyr t0=85 kyr t0=200 kyr
J0659+1414 (Monogem) (1.4, 7%, 900) (1.6, 8%, 500) (none)
J0633+1746 (Geminga) (1.4, 8%, 1200) (1.5, 6%, 1000) (1.4, 5%, 850)
J1057-5226 (B1055-52) (1.4, 9%, 1400) (1.45, 6%, 1000) (1.4, 4%, 800)
Table 2. Nearby pulsar injection parameters used in this calculation, here Γ is the index of the power
law spectrum, Ec is the exponential folding energy and t0 is the injection time, defined in Equation
3.4. The corresponding contribution of these pulsars w.r.t. change in injection time t0 is shown in
Fig. 3 and in the right panel of Fig. 2. For t0=200 kyr, the positron flux from Monogem is indicated
by (none), because its lifetime (100 kyr), is shorter than the injection time (t0=200 kyr).
In our Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the contribution of PWN of nearby pulsars (as shown
in Table 1) to the e± pair emission has been estimated for a diffusion coefficient 2.8 ×
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Figure 2. Left panel: Electron flux data from PAMELA [28], Fermi-LAT [7] and AMS-02 [63]. Right
panel: Positron Flux data from PAMELA [6], Fermi-LAT [7] and AMS-02 [63], both for an injection
time 85 kyr. Also shown are our model fluxes with black solid line for the total flux in both panels.
See main text for more details.
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Figure 3. Left panel: Positron Flux data from PAMELA [6], Fermi-LAT [7] and AMS-02 [63] for an
injection time 50 kyr years. Right panel: Positron Flux data from PAMELA [6], Fermi-LAT [7] and
AMS-02 [63] for an injection time 200 kyr. Also shown are our model fluxes with black solid line for
the total flux in both panels.
1028(E±e /4.5GeV)
0.45cm2/s. This diffusion coefficient is exactly the same as the average dif-
fusion coefficient used in the DRAGON code for the propagation of particles in the ISM. We
fix this diffusion coefficient and change the injection time t0 and estimate the positron flux for
these cases, which is shown in Figure 3 and in the right panel of Figure 2. The contribution
of Monogem to the e± pair emission is effective for 50 kyr (left panel in Fig. 3), and 85 kyr
(right panel in Fig. 2), while it is equal to zero for 200 kyr (right panel in Fig. 3), due to its
younger age.
In the left panel of Fig. 4 we have plotted the fractional positron flux of the total electron
and positron flux. The solid (dashed) line corresponds to the flux model with (without) solar
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Figure 4. Left panel: Positron fraction based on our model, for an injection time 85 kyr, (solid
line) plotted against data from PAMELA [6], Fermi-LAT [7] and AMS-02 [64]. Right panel: Cosmic-
ray electron and positron anisotropy for nearby pulsars in comparison with the Fermi-LAT upper
limits [65], for an injection time 85 kyr.
modulation taken into account. Our model fits both the AMS-02 data [63] and PAMELA
data [6] rather well. Fermi-LAT data [7] in the figure show higher positron fraction compared
to PAMELA and AMS-02 data, in general.
3.3 Anisotropy due to nearby discrete source
The anisotropy of cosmic rays observed on Earth, which is mainly determined by the struc-
ture of the magnetic field in the solar neighbourhood, can be calculated using formalism
in [59] as 3Dυ
∇N
N . Here υ is the relativistic speed of the cosmic-ray particles, and D is the
diffusion coefficient for effective collision frequency ∼ υ2/D of cosmic-ray particles. The
anisotropy of cosmic-ray particles from a discrete source, below ∼ 100 GeV can be washed
out due to interplanetary magnetic field. For nearby pulsars, required for our model, the
main contribution to anisotropy occurs above ∼ 100 GeV, which can be calculated as [59, 62]
Anisotropy (E) =
3r
2c(t− t0)
(1− δ)E/Emax(t)
1− [1− E/Emax(t)]1−δ
Npulsar
e−+e+
(E)
N totale−+e+(E)
. (3.7)
Here t is the pulsar age, r is the distance to the pulsar and t0 is the injection time for
pair emission from the pulsar. The maximum energy Emax(t) = 1/b0(t − t0), where b0 =
1.4 × 10−16 GeV−1 s−1 is the energy loss rate for electrons and positrons in the interstellar
radiation field. The e± pair emission ratio from a given nearby pulsar with respect to the
total e± pair emission from all sources observe on Earth, Npulsar
e−+e+
(E)/N totale−+e+(E), decides the
discrete source anisotropy. The recent AMS-02 data on e− + e+ and e+ has been used to
estimate the anisotropy for a nearby SNR and PWN [66].
In the right panel of Fig. 4 we have plotted cosmic-ray e− + e+ anisotropy due to
nearby pulsars. As can be seen, the anisotropy in all cases is . 1% and much lower than the
anisotropy upper limits measured by the Fermi-LAT [65].
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4 Summary and Discussion
We have modeled cosmic-ray nuclei and lepton flux data from AMS-02 using a Galactic
population of conventional cosmi-ray nuclei and electron sources, a subdominant population
of electron-positron sources and nearby pulsars producing electrons and positrons. We have
used the DRAGON code for propagation of cosmic rays in the Galaxy, as well as analytic
diffusive loss equation for nearby pulsars.
The calculation of Boron to Carbon flux ratio using the DRAGON code constraints the
Galactic halo size and the diffusion coefficient for the study of cosmic-ray diffusion in our
Galaxy. We fit both AMS-02 and PAMELA data very well. In particular, we find a diffusion
coefficient 2.8 × 1028 cm2/s and an index 0.45. This is closer to the Kraichnan turbulence
spectral index and similar to what was found in some of past studies (see, e.g., [62]) but
different from the Kolmogorov turbulence spectrum with index 0.33. Such a difference in
the index can arise due to different assumptions we have made in our calculation about the
Galaxy size, magnetic field structure, etc. Also, we fit the B/C ratio data in the 1 GeV -
1 TeV range, while in [26] the ratio is fitted above 65 GV only. Furthermore, our choice of
the diffusion index is also constrtained by requirements to fit the proton and Helium data
simultaneously with the B/C ratio data. These results are listed in Table 3.
The Proton flux we have calculated can fit the AMS-02 data very well but we could
not reproduce the Helium data in the energy range below 4 GeV. Our model also fits the
PAMELA proton and Helium data above 4 GeV. We believe that solar modulation effects is
responsible for such discrepancies at low energies. We found that the observed spectrum of
electrons required two breaks for its successfull interpretation. The low energy break is due
to electrons cooling in the Galactic magnetic field, while the second break, after which the
flux is harder, may indicate a faster escape of high energy electrons from their sources [43].
In recent work, a break in the e−+ e+ spectrum at 100 GeV has been seen, which should be
caused by the electron spectrum due to its dominating flux compared to positrons [67].
We needed an additional population of sources, distributed similar to the conventional
source population but producing primary electron-positron fluxes. A requirement for an
additional source population to fit data is not new. Indeed, plausible cosmic-ray sources in
the spiral arms of the Galaxy been considered for the interpretation of positron flux and
positron excess data using the DRAGON code [68]. The total power in e± fluxes from the
additional source population in our case is 1.5× 1053 GeV/Myr or only 5.4% (0.15%) of the
power in primary electrons (protons) from the conventional sources. Sources such as white
dwarf pulsars [69] with magnetic field & 109 G (see, e.g. [70]) can accelerate e± to 10 TeV [71].
Although the rotational powers of a white-dwarf pulsar and that of a neutron-star pulsar are
similar, longevity of the former can be responsible for a much lower total power injection in
the Galaxy. Other sources such as gamma-ray novae [72] can also possibly accelerate particles
to very-high energies [73, 74]. In such a case the e± fluxes must come from pp interactions,
which may be responsible for the observed gamma rays from π0 decays, and associated π±
decays. The primary proton flux in such as a case should be negligible compared to the
conventional cosmic-ray sources.
We have also used contributions to the e− and e+ fluxes from the nearby pulsars, as is
usually considered, e.g., [21, 51, 68] to explain observations in the & 100 GeV-1 TeV range.
We have selected some of the sub-kpc bright pulsar candidates from the ATNF catalogue,
shown in Table 1. Particles accelerated in pulsars are in general trapped in their PWN and
injected into the interstellar medium when the pulsar wind merges into the ISM. This process
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Physical parameters Value
Diffusion Coefficient (D0) 2.8× 10
28 cm2/s
Diffusion index (δ) 0.45
Low energy diffusion correction factor (η) -0.005
Diffusion coefficient scale height (zt) 4.0 kpc
Alfven speed (vA) 19 km s
−1
Table 3. Parameters used in the study of cosmic ray diffusion in our Galaxy.
takes approximately 100 kyr after the pulsar birth period, e.g., [51]. We found that the e±
pair emission from nearby pulsars is very important for the interpretation of the positron
fluxes in the energy range of 100-1000 GeV. The flux from a pulsar can be optimized based on
the injection time t0 of e
− and e+ from its PWN, the diffusion coefficient for their propagation
and its distance from us.
Finally, we find that we can successfully model the positron-excess data using a sub-
dominant cosmic-ray e± source population and a few nearby pulsars, along with positron
flux from cosmic-ray nuclei interactions in ISM. There is however some degeneracy in nearby
pulsar contributions, mostly due to an unknown time scale for injection of e± pairs. Better
knowledge of pulsar astrophysics and more precise data at high energies in future will be
important to alleviate this degeneracy.
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